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CORE delivers services for HEIs, researchers, funders and 
commercial partners, offering seamless access to research.

➔AI Applications in Research Evaluation (e.g. citation type 
classification, bibliometrics, impact assessment)

➔Automatic Expert Finder systems (e.g. for peer-review and 
grant applications)

➔Deduplication, document classification, rapid systematic 
reviews

➔Research graphs: entity extraction (affiliation, author, etc.)
➔Research recommender systems and academic search

Research areas

● Innovation and trends analysis
● Plagiarism detection
● Fact checking 
● Finance 
● Health

Commercial Partners Institutional Members
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Providing
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to open research
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machines.
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CORE is the world’s most used  
aggregator of Open Access papers, 
collating and enriching content from 
over 11,000 repositories.

● >30 Million monthly active users (MAU)
● 34 Million full-text research papers hosted by CORE.
● 290 Million metadata records

Signatory of Principles of Open Scholarly Infrastructure (POSI)

32 supporting or sustaining members

mailto:petr.knoth@open.ac.uk


CORE and the OA landscape

to index all open access research 
worldwide and deliver unrestricted 
access for all.

We are here to support and advance 
the Open Access / Open Research 
movement

a not-for-profit scholarly 
infrastructure dedicated 
to the open access 
mission, adopters of POSI
principles.

one of the world’s most 
used collections of open 
access research papers 
from repositories

provide solutions for 
content management, 
discovery and scalable 
machine access to 
research.

serve the global network
of repositories and 
journals by increasing  
discoverability and reuse 
of open access content.

CORE’s mission is

WE ARE WE ARE

WE WE



How can AI/ML transform research 
workflows



CORE is the world’s largest collection of Open 
Access papers, collating and enriching content from 
over 12,463 data providers.

● >20 Million monthly active users
● 35 Million full-text research papers hosted by 

CORE.
● 311 Million metadata records

GPT large language models*

● Can comprehend context and generate human-
like text

● Can infer meaning from large-scale data

*Other large language models are available @JayAlammar

AI for credible trustworthy question answering (CORE-GPT)



CORE-GPT Results
CORE-GPT



CORE-GPT Workflow
CORE-GPT



CORE-GPT Evaluation

Pride, David; Cancellieri, Matteo and Knoth, 
Petr (2022) CORE-GPT: Combining Open 
Access research and large language models 
for credible, trustworthy question answering. 
In: TPDL 2023



● Knowing not only that something 
was cited, but WHY it was cited.

● Built ACT Dataset of >11,000 
citations annotated by authors 
according to classification schema

● Ran 2 Shared Tasks to establish 
benchmarks for SoA classification 
models using ACT and extended 
ACT2 datasets

● Currently investigating extended / 
dynamic citation contexts to 
improve model performance

Pride, David, Petr Knoth, and Jozef Harag. "Act: 
An annotation platform for citation typing at 
scale." 2019 ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on 
Digital Libraries (JCDL). IEEE, 2019.

Citation Function Examples

BACKGROUND Most of the participatory models to design educational games are founded on educational 
theories and game design (see for example: Amory, 2007; #CITATION_TAG).

COMPARES_CONTRASTS Similar observations have been made in the past [30] [31] [32] [33] [34], although others 
have reported either no relationship or a negative association with SES [#CITATION_TAG].

EXTENSION
This database is the result of a mandatory questionnaire about the home to work 
displacements and the mobility management measures at large workplaces in Belgium 
(#CITATION_TAG).

FUTURE We are thus exploring the option of using datasets such as CrossRef 12, Dimensions 13, 
OpenCitations [11], and Core [#CITATION_TAG].

MOTIVATION To illustrate, consider the motivation given by #CITATION_TAG in developing their Bayesian 
account of word learning.

USES The diffraction patterns from single crystal measurements were indexed with a home-
made program based on the Fit2D software [#CITATION_TAG].

AI for citation typing and research assessment



Significant performance improvement
of parameter updating methods across a 
variety of prompting strategies over 
promptless fine-tuning.

Dynamic context-based prompts significantly 
improve model scores for both datasets and 
surpass the performance on the 3C shared 
task bench-mark.

Kunnath, Suchetha N.; Pride, David and 
Knoth, Petr (2022) Prompting Strategies for 
Citation Classification In: CIKM 2023

AI for citation typing and research assessment



➔Systematic reviews

◆ Time consuming

➔Rapid reviews

◆ Limitation on the number of outcomes, 
interventions and comparators

➔Living reviews

◆ Live updates to historic systematic reviews 
with the help of recommender system

AI for systematic reviews



AI for systematic reviews

➔Involves many steps

➔Some of the most-time consuming can be 
automated

Kusa, W., Lipani, A., Knoth, P., & Hanbury, A. (2023). An 
analysis of work saved over sampling in the evaluation 
of automated citation screening in systematic literature 
reviews. Intelligent Systems with Applications, 18, 
200193.



Gathering scholarly content and the 
challenges of it 



COAR Manifesto



Aggregating research literature is no small task

● Closed content

● Interoperability issues

● Widely distributed network

● Not just metadata - fulltext



Minimum steps for content aggregation from repositories



CORE ingestion pipeline



Functional OAI-PMH endpoint

Test, don’t take that 
it works for granted

Monitor: the fact 
that it works now 
doesn’t mean it 
can’t go wrong when 
you least expect it

Use an external system to see how your repository is seen from the outside of your organisation. 



● Adopt a relevant application profile 
(e.g. RIOXX.net)

● Use a metadata validation service, e.g. 
within the CORE Reposiotry Dashboard

Validate metadata



Ingestion pipeline: Enrichments



Deduplication

Comparison mode List of possible duplicates



Data enrichment

Here you can see if there is an 
earlier version of an article in 
another repository …

…and can download a 
spreadsheet showing deposit 
dates from multiple repositories

You can enrich data with DOIs
identified in other repositories



Document classification
● Classification of research papers in a distributed 

environment is a problem.

● Established a benchmark for research document 
classification as part of the SDP/COLING conference.

● In the process of bringing themes to the CORE API.



● Many metadata records do not have 
affiliation data

● Affiliation is important for a range of use 
cases, including publication footprint

● At CORE, we developed a method to extract 
affiliation information from papers using a 
supervised ML model.

● Harmonise and map affiliation to a ROR ID

● Will propagate to the CORE API and 
Dashboard.

Affiliation extraction



Using AI with the corpus - and to curate the corpus

Question answering - CORE-GPT Metadata Enrichment 

Citation classification Deduplication

Systematic Reviews Affiliation Extraction

Supporting Peer Review Rights Retention Statements 

+ many more Fresh Finds



AI Needs Open Data and Open 
Infrastructures 



The power of data vs the power of models

● To increase performance, shall I spend 
more time on tuning models or on 
improving my data? 

● In most situations, spending time on  data 
leads to higher performance 
improvements. 

● But, it takes considerable time, effort and 
resources needed to collect such data. 



Wide variety of use cases over research literature

● A limited number of use cases can be 
satisfied with a sample of scholarly content 
(slice and dice the data as needed)

● Many use cases require machine access to 
all existing research from everywhere and 
always up-to-date.

=>

AI needs access to an open, comprehensive, 
always up-to-date corpus of research 
content at a full text level.



CORE provides access to machine-readable research 

API

Dataset

• Enables the development of new applications 

• Real-time machine access to the world's largest collection of open 
access papers

• Harmonised access to data from across the network of CORE 
providers

• Direct machine access to full texts of research papers

• A wide range of application areas: plagiarism detection, fact 
checking and misinformation detection, research graphs, rapid 
systematic reviews, detection of research trends, research 
assessment, identifying suitable peer-reviewers, recommender 
systems, innovation engineering, compliance monitoring, drug 
discovery, …

FastSync

Knoth, Petr, Drahomira Herrmannova, Matteo Cancellieri, Lucas Anastasiou, Nancy Pontika, 
Samuel Pearce, Bikash Gyawali, and David Pride. "CORE: a Global aggregation Service for 
Open access Papers." Scientific Data 10, no. 1 (2023): 366.



Opportunities of AI for academic research

Facilitating and systematising literature review Drafting and/or improving the quality of manuscripts

Hypothesis generation (literature-based discovery) Supporting peer-review

Generating experimental code Improving research assessment

Automating experimentation process Dissemination of research

Data interpretation? …



Challenges of AI for academic research

Algorithmic Bias

Model interpretability

Validation

Computational resources

Reproducibility

Legality

Ethics

Credit assignment

Integration with existing systems



Many difficult questions to answer

● Is it ethical to use AI to evaluate research? 
● How shall we assign credit for research that was created 

with AI assistance?
● Is is acceptable to allow academics to use generative AI 

in drafting manuscripts and research proposals? 



2024

● Scholarly data in a machine readable 
form are highly valuable in a wide range 
of application both within and outside of 
academia. 

● ML/AI has the potential to transform all 
stages of the research process, including 
how we carry out research, how we 
assess it and how we organise research 
knowledge. 

● CORE provides access to a 
comprehensive always up-to-date corpus 
of research papers. Come and work with 
us to tackle any AI challenges and 
opportunities that need this data.

Take home … 
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